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the first thing that struck me about the game was the absolutely beautiful graphics. ts 2013 had a lovely presentation that allowed you to see the train sim lite's train types really well, but on first look, ts 2014 blows 2013 out of the water. the scenic views are absolutely stunning, with various

tracks including the popular brighton to london route, the scenicly beautiful bristol to swansea route, and the snowy jura route of the swiss alps. the graphics are all rendered at native resolution, which comes in handy for those people with powerful computers and those who need to use custom
settings for best performance. the only downside to this is the loss of any sense of scale. you no longer feel like you're sitting inside a real train, and this is something that annoys me, as i've long been an advocate of creating a realistic atmosphere in a train sim. train sim lite has always been very
good at this, and i really hope that steam train simulator 2014 is able to do the same. the ui is also beautiful. it's a menu-heavy, and it shows you the route you're currently on in the background, so you know where you are, and it also shows you which trains are waiting to be picked up. however, it
has a few annoying habits. one is that it's very difficult to switch to the menus from the gameplay, and the other is that the more advanced settings are hidden away in a separate menu, which is somewhat of a pain. the ui also doesn't allow you to dynamically change the scenery on the fly. it's a

shame that the menu is so beautiful, and it's a shame that it's so difficult to get to.
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we are therefore working on scenario packages for the time period from 2009 to the present. if you are
familiar with the "city of character" scenario package, this should give you an idea of what is to come.
we will be offering these scenario packages for train simulator 2014 exclusively in the form of scenario

packages. this means that the scenario package will be the basic version of what we do for train
simulator 2013. however, they will be laid out entirely differently. the individual scenarios will differ in

content, with the 'city of character' scenario package being the most elaborate one in terms of the
variety of trains, the number of station areas, the amount of tracks, the number of passengers, the

variety of traffic and the number of scripts. the scenario packages are designed as addons to the train
simulator. in the past, we have played the scenario packages in the train simulator trainer only. now,

we will also be offering the scenario packages for the passengers, so that they too can experience
them. this will be done in cooperation with 3rd party developers. rrdlite is a distribution of rrd for

trainz, that offers a simplified interface and many options for user-defined events and signals that can
be used to create your own logic for. rrdlite is suitable for all trainsimulator games. rrdlite is made for

the trainz version of train simulator (rrd). but this add-on is not rrd lite (version 2.0). if you want the rrd
lite, you have to take the rrd lite version 2.0 and install it in a new directory. this add-on allows to use
the trainz routes volume 3 routes with the trainz routes volume 2 / 3 dlc trainz routes volume 2 / 3 dlc

routes. this add-on is a collection of train routes created with the tools of the add-on trainz routes
volume 3 routes. there are currently four train routes available: "battersea (london)," "monorail

(london), "prestwick (scotland), "sailport (england), "sodor railway (scotland), "sophia (germany),
"sydney (australia), "türkiye (turkey), "wishaw (scotland) and "railway (england). these four routes

were the first that i made with the provided tools. (i didn't want to be the first who made this add-on
:p) 5ec8ef588b
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